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AWAKENING THE POWER WITHIN YOU
(Enjoy Your Everyday Anxiety-Free Life)
Self-Development and Motivation series …

With so much negative news around the world and the challenges faced by the economy, we all have
to admit that worry is a common temptation in life. Anxiety is the feeling of being anxious; anxious is
the experience of excessively worrying, nervousness, or uneasiness. Interestingly, when I did a
research on the word ‘worry’ actually comes from the Old English term ‘wyrgan’ which is of West
Germanic origin meaning ‘strangle’ or ‘to choke’. This is so appropriate since worry strangles the
mind, which is the seat of our emotions.

Despite the fact that worrying does us no good and can impact our lives in negative ways such as
detrimental to our health and well-being as well as causing relational issues with people, it seems to
plague multitudes of people. Have you observed how absolutely powerless people feel when they
worry or feeling anxious and troubled? It is a waste of time and energy because it never changes our
circumstances.

One of the worst percepts a person could possess is ‘learned helplessness’ – people who learn
helplessness give up easily and believe bad events will always persist. No cloud has a silver lining
and nothing ever works out for the best. The future is destined to be marked by gray days and gloom.
They believe they cannot do anything right and are filled with self-blame and false guilt. They are
stuck in their ‘stinking thinking’.

Martin Seligman conducted research that showed that people learn helplessness, and therefore they
could unlearn it. Seligman and his colleague exposed dogs to two stimuli – a high-pitched tone and a
brief shock, and therefore would react to the sound as if it were painful. The dogs were placed in a
box with a low wall, which the dogs could easily learn to jump over to escape the shock. When
exposed to the shock, however, they just lay down whimpering and did not even try to escape.
Because the dogs responded in such manner, Seligman were unable to test their theory about the
tones. The animals essentially learned that nothing they did mattered when it came to the shock, so
why try? In other words, they had learned helplessness.

People who are learned helplessness tend to make statements such as “Nothing good ever happens
to me”, or when something failed, “It is always been this way and it will always be this way”. Seligman
termed such statements as “a person’s explanatory style”, which is a rather fancy phrase for saying
that they are the way a person customarily explains or interprets bad events and experiences.

A person learns his explanatory style in childhood and adolescence. To a great degree, it is based on
whether a person considers himself to be worthless, hopeless, valuable, or deserving. I life-coach a
young lady once who have extreme learned-helplessness behavior, she is talented in many areas
especially in the areas of musical and interpersonal, but her mother would always control her
communication styles and her father would always present to her his pathetic nature, so much so that
she always felt that she do not have any interpersonal skills and cannot meet anybody’s
communication standards, thus, having a deep fear in speaking her thoughts or talking in a gentle
way. Her father’s nature have a deep influence in her confidence in life, which she is so lacking that
she would always struggled in projects assigned to her though she put in 110% of her efforts. She
believe that she cannot do anything right, and are filled with self-blame and false guilt.
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An explanatory style as written by Seligman, also has these dimensions:

Permanence or Persistence – Accordingly to Seligman, those who learn helplessness believe that
bad events will persist, they therefore give up easily in the presence of negative circumstances
because they believe the situation is likely to be permanent. They often over-generalized and have
distortional thinking, which can be termed as ‘psychological reversal’ – it is a condition in which the
patient says he wants to get well, but subconsciously he does not; a person who want happiness but
subconsciously being emotional and having continuous strife; or an employee who sincerely claimed
that he would improve his performance, but subconsciously his self-defeating (self-sabotaging) nature
telling him that it is no use no matter how hard he tries.

Pervasiveness – Seligman noted that individuals who make universal explanations for their failures
believe that everything in life rises or falls on one experience. If they perceive themselves to have
failed in one dimension of life, they see themselves as pervasively failing in all dimensions of life.
They often have over-generalized ‘all-or-nothing’ or ‘extremity’ thinking. When confronted with an
imperfection in one arena, they generalize it to reflect their entire identity. They strive to become
perfectionists.

Personalization – The helpless person personalizes external failures. He may blame himself for the
consequences of an event over which he had no control – for example, assuming blame for financial
loss because he personally failed to foresee the stock market movement; or assuming blame for his
family unhappiness because he has not ‘done enough’. Those who internalize and blame themselves
when misfortune strikes tend to see themselves as worthless, hopeless, and helpless, all of which
lead to low self-esteem.

The good news is whatever a person has acquired as a learned behavior he can also unlearn, and
acquire a new positive joyful behavior. Nobody needs to stay in a state of helplessness forever.

Keeping the Right Perspective
It is easy to have a distorted perspective – overlooking all the good things and magnifying the things
that are wrong. No matter what season of your life you are in, you must deal with the temptation to
focus on the negative. When you magnify something, it does not actually change the size of the
object, it simply changes your perspective of the objective. To keep the right perspective, we have to
magnify the right things in our lives. As a first step toward a positive perspective, identify any self-
defeating can’t-do-it thoughts and decide not to dwell on them. A key to enjoying your life is finding
something to be thankful for every day.

Looking at the Big Picture
My friends and I were having a gathering and a couple just returned from their honeymoon, and
showing us photos of the beautiful landscape, pictures with smiles and laughter. But at a brief moment
later, we notice a dismay expression on my friend’s wife face. She began to complain about her
appearance in the pictures. She had something negative to say about herself in every picture. A few
moments earlier, she had been so excited, but then she focuses on what she saw as her flaws and
shortcomings and completely missed the beauty of the moment. Instead of enjoying the memory of
the marvelous trip; she began to focus on her imperfections – little things that only she could see. We
all have times when it is hard to see the big picture and we single out what we think is wrong about
our lives. Do not long for the good old days, those were the days, but today and every day is a good
day, so make it count. Seeing the big picture can help us keep the right perspective. Perhaps you feel
like you are the only one facing your challenges, if you are not careful, you can become so absorbed
in your own problems that you fall into a destructive cycle of self-pity and miss the beauty of the
moment.
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Power of Words
Challenge is discouraging enough in itself, without adding insult to injury by depressing ourselves
through negative speech. When you find yourself in a time of trial, try not to simply focus on where
you are right now and what is happening to you at the moment, but see yourself and your
circumstances through the eyes of hope and words of encouragement. When we speak what we
believe, we are making a confession. Stop speaking about your failures, remove anything that
creates a picture of failure in your thoughts and choose to see yourself succeeding, and speak of your
successes.

Living with Confidence
"Confidence comes not from always being right but from not fearing to be wrong." Peter T Mcintyre

I think that the above quote is worthy of being printed out and posted where we can see it every day.
I've written many times about how important it is to take action. The most common reason that we do
not take action is that we are afraid that we will be wrong. And, if we take action a lot, we will
probably be wrong more than once. Well, unless we are in the business of defusing live bombs or
parachuting, it's not that big a deal. As the quote says, the real benefit of confidence comes from
knowing that even if we are wrong it is not the end of the world. And when we do go on, we are
smarter and farther ahead than the person who's afraid to move because they might be wrong. That's
the real secret of confidence. Not being confident that you are right, but confident that you can handle
it if you’re wrong. Can you see how powerful that is, how liberating? The only way to break the power
of fear and build confidence is to move forward.

Make a Big Deal on Time and Be Discipline
If we want to get the most done, we have to control how we spend our time so we work on what we
need to do. Every day we are handed a bank account of 1,440 minutes. No one, no matter how rich
or powerful, gets any more. No one, no matter how poor, gets any less. It is up to us what we do with
those 1,440 minutes. Every great success has been accomplished by someone with the same
number of minutes a day as you have. Are you treating your time with the respect it deserves? Or are
you letting it dribble away without being conscious of what you're doing? I'm not suggesting that you
should work 24 hours a day. Rest and recreation are valid uses of your time. I'm only encouraging
you to bring awareness to your day. Spend your time consciously. Invest it. You'll be very glad you
did. Learning to be disciplined and to practice self-control will keep you from laziness and unpleasant
habits, and will help you stay focused and productive. A disciplined life is a powerful life.

Living The Most of Each Day
Life is lived one day at a time, and the way to prepare for tomorrow is to live at your very best today.
Do not fall into the ‘big moment’ trap, that is, “When I get the recognition from my boss, then I will start
doing my best” or “When my children grow up, then I can pursue my dreams.” Do not put your life on
hold until the big moment; start today. Take some classes, expand your horizons, do your best
whether your boss praises you or not. Every day lived well is one day closer to accomplishing your
dreams.

Recovering Lost Opportunities
Do not let lost opportunities make you feel disappointed and discouraged. Life is bigger than your lost
opportunities. We must turn our thoughts toward the present and future and keep looking for the new
opportunities in our paths. We have all missed good chances, but ultimately, you will never fail unless
you quit and give up.
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Challenge Assumptions
"Begin challenging your own assumptions. Your assumptions are your windows on the world. Scrub
them off every once in a while, or the light won't come in." Alan Alda

Recently I had to make a phone call to a bank to waive off late charges as well as the late interests on
my credit card bill as this is the first time I have had missed a payment. But I was reluctance and put
it off for days because I did not want to deal with waiting on hold, repeating my reasons, needing all
kinds of paperwork, and so forth. When I finally made the call it took less than 2 minutes and was
handled quickly and professionally. I was shocked! Not by the fact that it was handled well, but by the
fact that I was a prisoner of my own assumptions. I had chosen to assume the worst and caused
myself to worry for no good reason at all. I realized that I could have chosen to assume the best, and
even if I had been wrong about that, I would have suffered less anxiety. Plus, I was embarrassed,
because I never have missed any payment before!

As Alan Alda points out in our quote, everybody's windows get dirty and need to be cleaned regularly.
We can scrub our assumptions off and let the light in – the light of truth about people, about
conditions, and about opportunities. The secret is awareness. When we're aware that our
assumptions are trying to take over in every situation, we can examine them first to see if they make
sense. Perhaps there is another positive assumption we can choose to apply. Let some light in.

Conclusion
One of the interesting things that neuroscientists have confirmed is that stress interferes with our
thinking. In fact, the more stressed we are, the narrower our field of vision both visually and mentally.
The more stressed we are, the harder it is to think of solutions, to come up with ideas, to be creative.

Well, the more stressed you are about having too much to do, the more you need to give your mind a
break. When we calm our mind and senses, we become conscious of an inner person who is whole
and complete, capable of getting it all done.

In conclusion, if you are not willing to step into the unknown, you are stuck, because the old and
familiar way is blocked. I have seen many people that I have coached whose major problem was that
they had to step into the unknown, and it scared them. Of course it did! But who ever told you that it
would be different than that? Here's the truth - the future is unknown, always! We like to think that we
know the future, but we don't. So get over it! The path from where you are to where you want to be is
unknown. But you can walk it! One step, one new experience at a time; and the blocks disappear.
So step out boldly; follow that inner urging that seeks expression through you, and enjoy your
everyday anxiety-free life!

Your Success in My Rewards!

Your Favorite Author & Speaker – Peter Ng
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